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Happy Seating Collection

Iconic and enduring, the Happy Seating Collection 
has been a mainstay in the Hightower assortment 
since its launch. The curve of the seat and arms 
gives the impression of a smile, and once you 
take a seat in one of the Happy pieces, you’ll 
immediately know how it got its name.



Comfort, Style, Bliss

Every curve and line of Happy is designed to 
create a piece that will not only draw a user in, but 
encourage them to stay. The molded foam seat is 
generous and comfortable, and the curved arms 
and back provide structured support. No matter 
which model suits your space, its patrons will be 
happy to stay awhile.



Pick a Size, Any Size

Whether your space calls for a lounge chair, 
sofa, armchair or stool, the Happy Collection 
has a solution ready. Create a familiar aesthetic 
throughout a project by utilizing Happy in its many 
forms in various settings. 

Beauty and Brawn

The elegance of high-design meets the 
function of contract grade in the Happy Collection. 
Made in the U.S. and utilizing high-resilience foam, 
the Happy Collection is built to last and to live 
up to the rigors of commercial use. You can feel 
con!dent that these pieces will be a long-lasting 
and timeless addition to your project.
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Bottoms Up

For big impact, start at the bottom and work your 
way up. The Happy Collection o"ers a wide range 
of base options, including a modern chrome disc, 
a classic 5-star swivel, a warm residential wood, 
and more. Tailor Happy to the speci!c needs of the 
space by choosing the base that best aligns with 
the design.



Come On, Get Happy

Select from Happy’s wide range of models, heights, and bases to !nd the perfect match for your space.

For the most up-to-date product information, please visit hightoweraccess.com.
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Armchair
Conference with Casters

5-Star Base

Armchair
Sled Base

Barstool Counter Stool

Lowback Lounge
5-Star Base

Lowback Lounge
Disc Base

Footstool
4-Star Base

Footstool
Disc Base

Highback Lounge
Wood Base

Highback Lounge
Sled Base

Lowback Sofa
Wood Base

Lowback Sofa
Sled Base


